Annuals You Simply Must Grow This Year
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after in a large container or plant a drift need deadheading!

year, we develop a group of in a perennial border. They are
favorites. And while it ’ s great to wonderful when used as cut Plant calibrachoa in moderately
have a repertoire of plants we flowers lasting a week in a vase.

rich, well-drained soil in full sun.
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summer snapdragon, is a relative
newcomer and one you simply Calibrachoa

It grows 18 ” tall and wide while

must grow this year! They love When choosing a plant for a producing a billowy mass of tiny,
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They prefer to be planted in well- spring. Varieties introduced years white flowers complement any
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Flower colors include baskets or containers.
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Salvia guaranitica
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Rex Begonia
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full sun and feed with a balanced missing out.
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fertilizer. These salvias perform fairly easy to grow if you meet look at these plants as well as
happily in the garden, but are their basic requirements: rich soil other annuals you may not have
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mixed that is moist, but not soggy and a considered before. It ’ s good to
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old

friends that you can trust - but it
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